
PowerInbox dramatically expands the functionality and 
profitability of email newsletters by bringing messages to life, 
driving revenue with real-time content for messages that are 
unique, personalized and dynamic.

To learn about how 

PowerInbox 
can help you increase 

monetization and 

engagement in your 

email program, contact: 

sales@powerinbox.com

$2-6+
RPM

4X
CAMPAIGN ROI

20% + 

CTR LIFT

RevenueStripe content 
recommendation platform for email 
presents a revenue-driving third-
party “You might like…” suggestion to 

your existing messages. RevenueStripe enables publishers to 
benefit from vast usage data in order to provide subscribers 
with a more personalized, relevant and engaging native 
content experience. Based on the company’s proprietary 
machine learning algorithms, and history of serving engaging 
and dynamic emails, RevenueStripe offers content that it 
knows empirically users actually want to see and will engage 
while at the same time producing a steady source of revenue 
for publishers.

DynamicMail allows email marketers 
to embed live, dynamic content that’s 
updated and relevant on the open. 
DynamicMail enables sending content 

optimized on the open, including tickers, forms, video, scrolling 
images, animation and more.  A recipient sees content that is 
personalized, relevant and timely — leading to higher click-
through, engagement and revenue.

In short, PowerInbox helps marketers, agencies and publishers 
create campaigns that connect the right user with the right email 
content, based on open-time personalization using time, place, 
device and prior click behavior.



There’s No Comparison.
It’s not just PowerInbox client results that demonstrate a concrete need for innovative 

email paradigms; research from Forrester predicts a 10% compounded annual growth 

rate for email through 2016, a clear indication that email marketing is still providing 

publishers and marketers with a growing and cost-effective channel. Even more 

compelling: US adults are twice as likely to sign up for emails to stay in touch with a 

brand, than to interact with the brand on Facebook. 

Our Story...
With over 60 clients using the PowerInbox solution to send 

1.5 billion emails per month via over 300 newsletters, the 

company has a long list of success stories in which adding 

“power” to email yields substantial, measurable increases in 

engagement and CTR.

Our clients including NFL, HBO, Hearst, Edmunds, Ziff 

Davis, GM, NHL, and Showtime among many others are excited about their ROI, as 

they leverage their existing content to generate more revenue per send.  Results include 

improvement of 20% or more in CTR and 4X ROI.  Clients can enjoy incremental revenue 

from their newsletters of $6 RPM or more

PowerInbox is headquartered in New York City and backed by a number of leading VCs, 

including Battery Ventures, Genesis and GIMV.
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